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Headlines

Iraq/Afghanistan Conference Creates Headlines
In mid-April, the Georgia Journal of
International and Comparative Law organized a conference that had television cameras
from C-SPAN, CNN and NBC come to
campus. The keynote speaker was retired
U.S. Army Chief of Staff Eric Shinseki, who
addressed the security challenges facing postconflict democracies in Iraq and
Afghanistan. In February 2003, he testified
to the Senate Armed Services Committee

Georgia Law Ranks 11th
Among the Nation’s Top
Public Law Schools
Georgia Law retained its position among the
top 11 public law schools in the nation,
fourth among public law schools in the
Southeast, and 31st overall, according to
U.S.News & World Report’s annual rankings
of the best graduate schools in the nation.
“Although one must be careful about placing
too much emphasis on U.S. News rankings,
I’m pleased our law school continues to perform well,” Rebecca H. White, interim dean
of the law school, said.
“We have an outstanding law school, and
our ranking as the 11th highest public law
school in the country is no doubt a source of
pride for our alumni and law school community,” she continued. “Our strong academic reputation, student credentials and
excellent placement and bar passage rates are
solid indicators of the strength of our
school.”
Georgia Law shares the 31st position in the
U.S. News rankings with the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.

Georgia Law in the News
Religious Revival
Law professor Edward J. Larson was
quoted in Reuters news service and
Christian Science Monitor stories relating
to the Alabama battle over the Ten
Commandments display in the Judicial
Building in Montgomery. “There’s a religious revival going on,” he said. “These
people dominated American culture 120
years ago. They [have since] lost all of
that, but they’ve regained control in politics since Jimmy Carter was president.”
A Lawsuit a Day Keeps
the Doctor Away
The health care system is becoming
increasingly complicated as the medical
industry seeks to place caps on lawsuit
awards for pain and suffering. Torts expert
Thomas A. Eaton recently shared his current research on this matter with Legal
Times and the Atlanta JournalConstitution. According to Eaton’s study of
lawsuits filed in six Georgia counties
between 1995 and 1999, the number of
cases has declined. However, there appears
to be an increase in jury awards. Eaton
feels inflation might have boosted payouts
to victims compensated for lost earnings.
“Many awards also include compensation
for future medical care and rehabilitation,
the cost of which has risen steadily over
the past decade,” he added.

LegalTimes

Crossing the Border
Eighty years ago, the United States was
awarded damages for pollution caused by a
Canadian company. Today, the state of
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that securing post-war Iraq would require a
peacekeeping force of “several hundred thousand” soldiers. U.S. Deputy Secretary of
Defense Paul Wolfowitz commented at the
time that Shinseki’s predictions were “wildly
off the mark.” Due to production schedules,
the From Autocracy to Democracy: the
Effort to Establish Market Democracies in
Iraq and Afghanistan conference will be covered in the next issue of the Advocate.

Washington is still suffering from the nearly 20 million tons of industrial waste
dumped by the foreign company over the
course of the past century. Despite past
rulings, Canada now maintains it has no
obligation to honor U.S. law and that
doing so will have a snowball effect on
future transboundary environmental cases.
Concerning this dispute, environmental
sage Daniel M. Bodansky told The New
York Times that the earlier case might be the
best framework for understanding the current one. Otherwise, he said, “there’s very
little precedent for successful litigation of
transboundary pollution cases.”
Taxes and the Big Apple
As far as New York is concerned, anything
is taxable, including the income of nonresidents who work at home for New Yorkbased firms or those who commute into
the state only for the business day. After a
recent ruling, a law professor must now
pay New York tax on all of his income even
though he spends two-thirds of his working days at home in New Haven, CT. In
the New York Sun, tax guru Walter
Hellerstein explained it is very unlikely the
case will be successfully appealed to the
U.S. Supreme Court. “The Supreme
Court accepts only about one percent of
such petitions and looks for cases where
lower courts have issued contradictory rulings or which involve urgent national
issues,” he said. “[The plaintiff] does not
have the kind of case which the U.S.
Supreme Court would ordinarily find
attractive.”
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